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SINGAPORE SHOPHOUSES IN
HERITAGE BRIGHTS

SKU: AT-041-008-SG

Designer: LOUISE HILL DESIGN

The design brings together a colorful
uplifting celebration of the traditional
Singaporean shop house with a nod to
the vibrant daily street life in Singapore.
Louise is constantly inspired by the
architectural delights that Singapore
has to offer. These exquisite heritage
shop houses, often pastel candy-colored
and adorned with “jewels” of decorative
plaster work, are an iconic part of the
city.

This print features some of Louise's'
most loved personal favorites such as
The Alchemist, a boutique coffee
company. Another ‘Hill family favorite’
is the old bicycle repair shop that sits
around the corner from Koon Seng
Road, which features famous candy-
colored chophouses, one of which used
to be the Hill residence.

To add more layers of detail, Louise had
sprinkled this print with other imagery
she adores, such as the little
embroidered clouds and exotic birds in
the sky taken from vintage fabric, the
iconic Singaporean Rose Brand Syrup
which has beautifully bright packaging,
and the pretty bougainvillea which can
be found everywhere across Singapore.

Louise's highly-detailed prints are a
delight to explore, and yield new
discoveries on every perusal.

Prints are printed, and where
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appropriate, hand-gilded, to order for
each customer.

Dimensions: L114 x W53 cm

Primary Material: Paper
Primary Color: Multicolor
Customization: Please contact
cs@vermillionlifestyle.com for
commission work.


